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The  association  of  verbal  labels  with  visuo-spatial  patterns  and  sequences  detectably  alters  neuronal
activity  in  the  brain  in  ways  that  have  yet  to  be  fully  characterized.  This  study  investigated  the  neural
substrates  involved  in  the  effect  of  spontaneous  verbal  labeling  on  memorizing  increasingly  complex
sequences  of  hand  movements.  We  used  functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging  (fMRI)  to  test  our
hypothesis  that  when  verbal  labels  were  employed,  neuronal  activity  in  imitation-related  regions,  such  as
the  left inferior  frontal  gyrus  (IFG),  would  be  reduced,  whereas  without  verbal  labels,  neuronal  activation
would increase.  Sixteen  healthy  adults  satisfactorily  performed  an  immediate  imitation  task  involving
esture
mitation
erbal label
orking memory

mmediate memory
roca’s area

six  levels  of increasing  complexity.  After  the fMRI  experiment,  participants  reported  at  which  complex-
ity level  they  had  formed  verbal  labels.  Based  on  the  self-report,  we categorized  the  task  blocks  at  each
complexity  level  as  either  with  verbal  labeling  (VL+)  or without  (VL−).  Compared  with  VL+,  the  VL−
condition  activated  the  left  IFG,  bilateral  middle  frontal  gyri,  left precentral  gyrus,  and  the  right  angular
gyrus,  whereas  the  opposite  contrast  revealed  no  significant  brain  activation.  Verbal  labeling  seems  to
serve as  an  efficient  heuristic  that reduces  the  cost  of  cortical  activation  in  the  imitation-related  regions.

13  El
unctional MRI ©  20

. Introduction

Sequence learning is a key element of voluntary behavior
Hikosaka et al., 1999) and a basis for higher cognitive functions,
uch as language (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998). To observe and imi-
ate a long sequence of visuospatial items, such as a dance routine,
e encode each sequential component in working memory as it

ccurs until the entire sequence is eventually memorized. In this
rocess, simultaneous imitation of what is being observed is easier
han delayed imitation (Caspers et al., 2010). In order to perform
he latter — an exceptional human capacity of imitating a model
ction after a delay (Meltzoff, 1988) — we must wait until the model
ction is complete, use the visuospatial working memory to carry
he perceived action forward, and reconstruct the model action;

he more complex the sequence and the longer the delay, the more
yntax and timing we must keep in mind and the more demand-
ng the task (Barkley, 2004). The challenge of imitating complex

∗ Corresponding author at: School of Physical Education, University of Otago,
unedin 9054, New Zealand. Tel.: +64 3 479 8387; fax: +64 3 479 8309.
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sevier  Ireland  Ltd and  the  Japan  Neuroscience  Society.  All rights  reserved.

sequences can be met  by using another uniquely human attribute,
the ability for symbolic naming (Geschwind, 1964).

Our memory capacity can be expanded by naming visuospatial
items; that is, encoding visual information into words. By recruit-
ing verbal labels, the capacity of our visual working memory can
be stretched from three, four (Owen, 2004), or five to seven digits
(Baddeley et al., 1984). The effects of verbal labeling (VL) have been
inferred from the reduced memory span of sequential hand move-
ments that resulted from articulatory suppression (Frencham et al.,
2003, 2004), and by the increased memory span that occurred after
verbal labels were recruited for hand movements (Miyahara, 2007;
Miyahara et al., 2008). These two  methods provided evidence that
VL contributes to the expansion of memory span for visuospatial
items, such as sequential hand movements.

Before forming verbal labels for an immediate or a delayed
imitation, the imitator needs to identify the elements, order, and
length of the sequence. After recognizing the patterns of motor
sequences or the structural template (Fiebach and Schubotz, 2006),
the imitator might covertly verbalize the recognizable parts of

the sequential movements (Nishitani et al., 2005). By labeling a
movement element, the visual working memory (Haxby et al.,
2000; Takahama et al., 2010) is assumed to be converted into
verbal working memory.

ociety. All rights reserved.
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Whether the modality of working memory is visual or ver-
al, an immediate imitation and a delayed imitation require
n-line processing of the syntactic sequence (Fiebach and Schubotz,
006); that is, a rule-based order of elements that can range
rom relatively simple (e.g., AA) to complex (e.g., ABCB) pat-
erns. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
ave demonstrated greater activation in Broca’s area during
he processing of complex sequences compared with simple
equences for verbal sentences (Fiebach et al., 2005), and non-
erbal sequences (Bahlmann et al., 2009). The activation of Broca’s
rea seems to depend on the complexity of the syntactic sequence
or both verbal and non-verbal sequences (Tettamanti et al., 2009).
roca’s area has been described elsewhere as a flexible, gen-
ral sequence and syntactic processor (Fiebach and Schubotz,
006).

Complex non-verbal sequences can be remembered more easily
y verbally labeling each sequential component, and then recall-

ng the sequential labels verbally. This facilitation is analogous to
utomatization in learning a motor task which consists of a series
f components. Each component may  initially require substantial
ime and effort to perform, but all components are assimilated as

 unified task whose individual components no longer require the
ame amount of time and effort as before (Schmidt and Lee, 1999).
lthough the involvement of verbal mediation has not been exam-

ned, previous fMRI research has demonstrated increased brain
ctivation in the motor network for complex finger sequences
Sadato et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2004), and a reduction in acti-
ation once these movements have been well learned and have
ecome automatic (Wu et al., 2004). After putting a verbal label on
ach automatized movement element, the imitator can execute the
otor chunk associated with the label, thereby bypassing elaborate
emory retrieval (Keele, 1973). VL of each motor chunk can thus be

onsidered as partial automaticity, analogous to verbal mediation
uring the intermediate phase (Fitts, 1964), before full automaticity
f the entire sequence is achieved during the late phase of learning.
s is the case for fully automatized sequential finger movements

Wu et al., 2004), we reason that VL or partial automatization might
educe the brain activity cost associated with imitating sequential
ovements.
After verbally labeling each sequential component, the imi-

ator still needs to memorize the entire sequence of labels
erbally, especially in cases of long, complex sequences. Broca’s
rea might have a role not only in the context of motor speech,
hich involves the hierarchical sequencing of linguistic syntax

ia verbal working memory (Fiebach et al., 2005; Santia and
rodzinskya, 2007), but also in the context of visual working mem-
ry (Haxby et al., 2000; Takahama et al., 2010) and sequence
eneration (Berkowitz and Ansari, 2008). Here, we regard Broca’s
rea as a key locus for a domain-general sequence generator,
hich has the capacity to arrange all motor sequences, includ-

ng those for speech (Fiebach and Schubotz, 2006). Among the
otor sequences, we assume that articulatory sequencing is eas-

er to perform, requiring a lower workload than the sequencing
f movements of other body parts, such as the hand, because
equential order is more readily associated with verbal than spa-
ial representations in working memory (Gmeindl et al., 2011).
L can consolidate sequential memory by associating a par-

icular sequential component with a name and an articulation
ia the phonological loop. To generate a sequence for hand
ovements, for example, the workload of Broca’s area should

ncrease; VL of these hand movements might reduce the increas-
ng workload. We  tested the hypothesis that the activity of brain

egions involved in the immediate imitation of hand movements
ould be reduced when participants employed verbal labels

ompared with when they did not use verbal labels for hand
ovements.
esearch 75 (2013) 228–238 229

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 18 Japanese university students (four females and 14
males; aged 19–27 years) gave their written informed consent to
take part in this study, which was  approved by the Ethical Com-
mittee of the National Institute for Physiological Sciences of Japan.
None of the participants reported any history of neuropsychiatric
disorders or other contraindications for magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI). All participants were right handed according to the
Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971).

2.2. fMRI data acquisition

A 3-T MR  scanner (Allegra, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was
used to acquire both T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient-echo (MPRAGE) images (repetition time [TR] = 2000 ms,
echo time [TE] = 4.38 ms,  flip angle [FA] = 8◦) and T2*-weighted
gradient-echo echo-planar images (EPI; TR = 2000 ms,  TE = 30 ms,
FA = 75◦, voxel size = 3 mm × 3 mm × 3.5 mm). A T1-weighted
high-resolution anatomical image volume was obtained from
each participant (voxel size = 0.898 mm × 0.898 mm × 1 mm)  either
before or after the run for acquiring the functional data. Each vol-
ume  consisted of 34 slices of 3.5-mm thickness with 17% gaps, and
covered the entire cerebral and cerebellar cortices.

2.3. Stimuli

The Kaufman Hand Movement Test (KHMT) (Kaufman and
Kaufman, 1983) is used as a model of the present experimental
task to observe and reproduce, in part because, as in our series,
the test items in the KHMT are organized approximately in the
order of increasing movement complexity in terms of span (i.e.,
numbers of hand gestures) and variation (i.e., types of hand ges-
tures). The KHMT is an extension of Luria’s apraxia test (Luria, 1966)
which comprises three hand positions: side, fist, and palm (Fig. 1A).
The KHMT starts with a sequence of two  hand positions or a two
movement span (i.e., side-side), and increases the number of hand
positions (see Fig. 1B for an example). This order induces partici-
pants to form verbal labels spontaneously for each hand position or
hand movement, as the visuospatial memory reaches its capacity
limit, in order to cope with the memory demand by recruiting the
phonological loop (Frencham et al., 2003, 2004; Miyahara, 2007;
Miyahara et al., 2008).

Modeling after the KHMT, we  developed the Okazaki Hand
Movement Test (OHMT, Table S2) for the present fMRI experiment.
The original 21 items of the KHMT were reorganized in order of
increasing complexity (i.e., span and variation), to allow us to esti-
mate the complexity level at which the verbal labels were formed.
This required each complexity level to have the same span and vari-
ation. We  initially generated two  variations of each item from the
KHMT by systematic replacements among the three hand positions.
We then limited the range of serial hand positions to include only
two, three, and four, instead of the range from two  to six in the
KHMT. Because the visual short-term memory capacity has been
suggested to be three or four spans (Owen, 2004), we  considered
sequences longer than four to be unnecessary. Finally, we  ordered
the items such that no two consecutive items started with the same
hand movement to avoid the participant’s sense of immediate déjà
vu which could have contaminated the brain activation of interest.
Consequently, the OHMT consisted of 60 items for a single fMRI run

(Fig. 1B and Table 1).

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.
2012.12.007.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.2012.12.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.2012.12.007
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Fig. 1. Representative items from the Okazaki Hand Movement Test for the fMRI study. (A) Three hand postures were used to produce the sequences of hand movements for
immediate imitation. Note that the participant made these gestures from an initial fist position. (B) Each item consisted of different spans (i.e., numbers of hand gestures)
and  different variations (i.e., types of hand gestures). Six different levels of complexity of hand movement were produced in terms of span and variation (see also Table 1).
(C)  An example of a trial. Each trial started with a yellow fixation cross. Subsequently, an item was presented on the screen. As soon as the visual presentation of the item
was  complete, a green fixation cross appeared. The participant reproduced the observed hand gestures over a period with the same duration as the visual observation.
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All visual stimuli were generated by a personal computer
Dimension 9250; Dell Computer Co., TX), which also con-
rolled the timing of stimulus presentation using Presentation
.90 software (Neurobehavioral Systems, CA). The visual stimuli

ere back-projected from a liquid-crystal display (LCD) projector

DLA-M200L; Victor, Yokohama, Japan) onto a translucent screen,
hich each participant viewed through an angled mirror attached

o the head coil.
2.4. Task design

We  conducted one fMRI run for each participant. The 60
hand-movement items were divided into 18 task blocks, a total

time of 588 s (Table 1). The number of items in each task block
and the number of task blocks in each complexity level depended
on the increasing sequence lengths (two to four spans) and the
limited variations of hand positions (one to three variations). The
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Table  1
Order of task blocks.

Task block Complexity of hand movements Sample No. of items Duration Complexity

Span Variation

1 2 1 S-S 4 32 1
2  2 1 P-P 4 32 1
3  2 1 F-F 4 32 1
4 2 2 P-F 4  32 2
5 2  2 F-S 4 32 2
6  2 2 P-S 4 32 2
7  3 2 S-F-S 3 30 3
8  3 2 P-S-P 3 30 3
9  3 3 S-P-F 3 30 4

10 3 3 F-P-S 3 30 4
11 3 3 P-F-S 3 30 4
12  3 3 F-P-S 3 30 4
13 4  2 S-F-F-S 3 36 5
14  4 2 F-P-F-P 3 36 5
15  4 3 S-P-P-F 3 36 6
16  4 3 P-F-P-S 3 36 6
17  4 3 F-P-S-F 3 36 6
18  4 3 S-P-F-P 3 36 6

Note. Each task block consists of the same type of items and 18 task blocks were presented per run, in the order of six levels of increasing complexity. Span: number of serial
hand  positions; Variation: the number of different types of hand positions used for the item; Sample: Example of the item; S: Side; F: Fist; P: Palm (Fig. 1A). Six different
regressors were used to model these 18 blocks; assigned number in each task block indicates which regressor was used to model the task block. The unit of duration is in
s
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8 task blocks therefore differed both in the number of items (three
r four) and in duration (30–36 s), and the number of task blocks
n the six complexity levels varied from two to four (Table 1). The
umbers of items and task blocks, and the durations were incon-
istent because we were particularly interested to examine the
ffect of spontaneous formation of verbal labels with increasing
omplexity levels. We  inserted a 16-s baseline period before the
rst task block and a 12-s baseline period after each task block
16 s + 12 s × 18 task blocks = 232 s). Altogether, the total run time
as 820 s (232 s + 588 s, 410 images).

Instructions, practice trials and a quiz to confirm the under-
tanding of the instructions were administered outside the MRI
can room. In accordance with the Kaufman Hand Movement Test
KHMT) (Kaufman and Kaufman, 1983), the practice trials consisted
f the imitation of the three position one after another and a
alm-Palm item. The participants were only asked to accurately
mitate hand movements at the same speed, and no information

as given about verbal labels. During the baseline period of the
MRI experiment, a white fixation cross was presented against a
lack background at the center of the display frame. An onset of
ach trial within a task block started with the appearance of a yel-
ow fixation cross for 2 s as a warning sign (Fig. 1C). The yellow cross

as then replaced by a video clip demonstrating a hand-movement
equence from 3 to 5 s. In all sequential video clips, the hand in
he fist position (home position) started moving at the same time;
he hand was  displaced in the second frame at standard analog
TSC video rates (29.97 frames per second) toward the first posi-

ion where the hand arrived at the first second from the start of the
ideo clip. The duration of each video clip depended on the span
f the movement, ranging from two to four. Each participant was
nstructed to keep his or her right hand still, in the fist position
home position), on a transparent table that was  placed over the
tomach area, while awaiting and watching the hand movement.
fter viewing the hand movement, a green fixation cross appeared
n the display as a signal for the participant to immediately repro-
uce the demonstrated hand movements in the same sequential

rder and at the same speed. The green fixation cross was presented
or the same time period as the video clip. It was then replaced by

 yellow warning sign which indicated to the participant that the
ideo clip for the next item was about to be shown. The duration
of a trial starts with the yellow fixation cross and ends with the
disappearance of the green fixation cross.

2.5. Measurement of behavioral performance

A digital video camera (Handycam, HDR-SR1; Sony, Tokyo,
Japan) was used to record each participant’s hand movements
on the transparent table through a waveguide in the wall of the
MRI  scanner room. The images from two video sources, one for
the visual stimuli and the other for the participant’s hand move-
ments, were combined with a splitter, and simultaneously recorded
side-by-side onto digital video cassette tapes (GV-D1000; Sony,
Tokyo, Japan). These were later used to analyze reaction time,
response time, and performance error in sequential order. Reac-
tion time was defined as the time interval between the appearance
of the green cross and the onset of hand-movement in each trial,
whereas response time was a sum of reaction time plus movement
time required until the hand arrived at the first, second, third or
the fourth position. If a participant started to move his or her hand
while watching a video clip before the start signal, the trial was
excluded from the data analysis of reaction time, response time,
and sequential error.

2.6. fMRI data processing

Image processing and statistical analyses were performed with
the Statistical Parametric Mapping package (SPM8; The Wellcome
Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) implemented in Mat-
lab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The first five volumes (i.e., the initial
10 s waiting time) of each fMRI session were discarded to allow the
MR signal to reach a state of equilibrium, and the remaining 405 vol-
umes per session were used for analysis. All functional images and
the T1-weighted anatomical images were then co-registered to the
first scan of the hand-movement encoding and imitation task. Each
co-registered T1-weighted anatomical image was normalized to a

standard T1 template image (ICBM 152), which defined the Mon-
treal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. The parameters from this
normalization process were then applied to each functional image.
We spatially filtered the normalized echo-planar images, using a
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Table 2
Predefined contrasts for the random-effect group analysis.

Block (complexity) Regressors

1 2 3 4 5 6

Verbal strategy VL− VL+ VL− VL+ VL− VL+ VL− VL+ VL− VL+ VL− VL+

VL− vs. baseline 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
VL+  vs. baseline 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
VL−  vs. VL+ 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
VL+  vs. VL− −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1
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ote. VL−:  strategy without the use of verbal labels; VL+: strategy with the use of v

aussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) in
he x, y, and z axes.

.6.1. First-level fMRI analysis
We fitted a general linear model to the functional MRI  data for

ach participant (Friston et al., 1994; Worsley and Friston, 1995),
nd prepared one design matrix for each participant. Each task
lock consisted of items of the same complexity, and all the blocks

n a run could be classified into six different levels of complex-
ty (Table 1). We  therefore introduced six different regressors with
ach reflecting respective levels of complexity in order to model the
8 task blocks in the run. The neural activity during each task block
as modeled with box-car functions convolved with the canonical
emodynamic-response function. The time series for each voxel
as high-pass filtered at 1/128 Hz. Assuming a first-order autore-

ressive model, the serial autocorrelation was estimated from
he pooled active voxels with the restricted maximum likelihood
ReML) procedure, and was used to whiten the data and design

atrix (Friston et al., 2002). Motion-related artifacts were mini-
ized by incorporating six parameters (three displacements and

hree rotations) from the rigid-body realignment stage into each
odel. We  evaluated the estimates for conditions with six levels

f complexity, using linear contrasts. The condition of each level of
omplexity, consisting of both observation and reproducing hand
ovements, was  compared with the baseline. The observation

nd immediate imitation periods were modeled together because
he involvement of both encoding and retrieval processes during
he observation period made it impossible to distinctively assign
he observation period to encoding and the imitation period to
etrieval. The comparison produced a contrast image for each par-
icipant, and these contrast images were used for the second-level
MRI analysis.

.6.2. Second-level fMRI analysis
Contrast images from the individual analyses were used for

he group analysis, with between-subjects variance modeled as
 random factor (random-effects analysis). The contrast images
btained from the individual analyses represented the normalized
ask-related increment of the MR  signal for each participant.

We constructed a single design matrix to examine brain acti-
ation corresponding to different VL strategies. Contrast images
btained at the single-subject level were classified either as using
he VL strategy (VL+) or not (VL-) for each of the six complex-
ty levels. This categorization was determined based on individual
ostdiction (Light, 1991) outside the MRI  scanner (i.e., retrospective
elf-reporting) of the exact complexity level at which each partic-
pant started to use verbal labels in a questionnaire consisting of

 forced-choice question about the starting point and open ques-

ions about the labels used for each hand position: all the items
n the complexity levels below that reported as the starting point

ere considered to be VL- trials, and all of the items in the reported
omplexity level and those above it were considered to be VL+ trials.
labels.

A second-level design matrix was  produced by defining the fol-
lowing two  factors: first, VL user vs. non-user; and second, six
levels of increasing movement complexity (12 regressors in total;
Table 2). Complexity was a within-subject factor, whereas VL could
be either a within-subject factor or a between-subject factor, as the
participants could change their VL strategy. We  considered the VL
strategy to be a between-subject factor, assuming that the mixed
factorial design was more conservative than a model in which the
VL strategy was included as a within-subject factor. The exper-
imental design might therefore have been unbalanced in terms
of VL+/VL- and complexity level, depending on the numbers of
participants using VL at each complexity level. However, we pre-
dicted that treating VL as an independent factor in our analysis
would compensate for Type I error. We  compared the estimates
for the conditions with different levels of movement complex-
ities, using linear contrasts. To examine the group effect of VL
(i.e., verbal label users and non-users), random effect was  used
as an analysis of choice because it could afford population-level
inferences. The resulting set of voxel values for each contrast
constituted the SPM, the threshold for which was set at p < .05
family-wise error (FWE) rate corrected for multiple comparisons
over the search volume. Brain regions were anatomically defined
and labeled according to the probabilistic brain atlas (Shattuck et al.,
2008).

Table 2 shows the linear contrasts employed in the present
study. We  initially evaluated the brain activation for each strat-
egy relative to baseline (“VL- vs. baseline” and “VL+ vs. baseline”,
respectively). The search volume was the whole brain. Subse-
quently, we  evaluated the difference between VL- and VL+ (VL-
vs. VL+ and VL+ vs. VL-). The search volume for VL- vs. VL+ was
limited to the regions depicted by the contrast of VL- vs. baseline
(83,304 mm3). Similarly, the search volume for VL+ vs. VL− was
limited to the regions depicted by the contrast of VL+ vs. baseline
(125,352 mm3).

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

3.1.1. Error rate and timing of VL formation
The mean ± standard deviation (SD) number of sequential errors

made by the 18 participants was  2.50 ± 3.00, and the mean error
rate was  4%. Two of the participants made more errors than the
mean + 2SD, and were therefore excluded from the analysis. Data
from the remaining 16 participants were analyzed. The numbers
of participants who  started to use VL, such as “fist”, “side”, “flat”
in each complexity level are shown in Fig. 2A. It is theoretically
plausible to label a part of each hand sequence. But in practice,
none of the participants in this study reported partial labeling.

The number of VL users increased gradually with movement
complexity as the run progressed. Overall, the strategy involving
VL was employed in 56% of the trials among all of the participants
(VL+ condition), whereas the alternative strategy without VL was
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mployed in the rest of the trials (Table 3). We  investigated the
trength of association between VL and complexity by computing
 = 0.33. This moderate association suggested the violation of the
ndependence assumption for factorial design analysis. We  still
onducted factorial ANOVA for behavioral data, and interpreted the

ig. 2. Behavioral performance. (A) Cumulative frequency of verbal label users (VL+) over
D)  Raw data for response time to the first position. (E) Parameter estimates for response 

arameter estimates for response time to the second position. (H) Raw data for response
osition. (J) Raw data for response time to the fourth position. (K) Parameter estimates f
stimates for error rate. Significant time differences between (VL−) and (VL+) conditions 

tandard error of the mean (SEM).
esearch 75 (2013) 228–238 233

results with caution. The violation of the assumption led to more
serious threat to validity of the results obtained from the factorial

design analysis of fMRI data. Therefore, we  limited our primary
report to subtraction analysis between VL+ and VL− conditions
that examined the effect of VL without considering complexity.

 six levels. (B) Raw data for reaction time. (C) Parameter estimates for reaction time.
time to the first position. (F) Raw data for response time to the second position. (G)

 time to the third position. (I) Parameter estimates for response time to the third
or response time to the fourth position. (L) Raw data for error rate. (M)  Parameter
at respective complexity levels are indicated (*p < .05, **p  < .01). Error bar indicates
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.1.2. Reaction time, response time, and error rate between VL+
nd VL− trials

Reaction time and response time data from ∼3% (33 out of 960)
f the trials were excluded from the analysis because the partici-
ants started to move their hands while watching the video clips.
or one participant, reaction time data were unavailable due to a

echnical problem with the video-recording system. We  did not
nclude both reaction time and error rate data from this partici-
ant in the behavioral data analysis; however, the fMRI data were
vailable, and were included in the analysis.

Fig. 2. (Cont
esearch 75 (2013) 228–238

Fig. 2B–M shows the raw data and the parametric estimates for
reaction time, response time, and error rate under the VL+ and
VL− conditions. We  presented the parameter estimates because
we employed a mixed linear model in the analysis of behavioral
data to emulate the procedure for the fMRI data analysis. We  per-
formed two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with VL (VL+ vs.

VL−) serving as an independent factor and complexity (six levels)
as dependent factor on reaction time, response time, and error rate.

There was  a significant interaction between VL and complex-
ity (F(5,16.1) = 5.1, p < .01) on reaction time. The main effect was

inued )
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Fig. 2. (Cont

Table 3
The numbers of VL+ and VL− in each complexity level.

Complexity level VL+ VL−
1 4 12
2  7 9
3  9 7
4 11 5
5  11 5

s
f
o
t
c

i
a
c
(
b
c
s
a
n
(

F
(
p
t

6 12 4

Subtotal 54 42

ignificant for complexity (F(5,13.1) = 3.3, p < .05), but not significant
or VL (p > .09). Multiple comparisons between VL+ and VL− in each
f the six complexity levels revealed significantly faster reaction
ime for VL+ than VL− at the second (p < .001) and forth (p < .05)
omplexity levels (Fig. 2C).

The interactions between VL and complexity were also signif-
cant for response time to the first position (F(5,15.2) = 4.7, p < .01)
nd the second position (F(5,14.6) = 5.4, p < .01). The main effect of
omplexity was significant for response time to the first position
F(5,14.3) = 3.4, p < .05) and the second position (F(5,14.1) = 8.9, p < .01),
ut the main effect of VL was not significant (p > .09). Multiple
omparisons were performed between VL+ and VL− in each of the

ix complexity levels for response time to the first, second, third,
nd fourth positions. Response time to the first position was sig-
ificantly slower for VL+ than VL− at the third complexity levels
p < .05) (Fig. 2E). While response time to the second position was

ig. 3. Brain activation for hand imitation with each verbal strategy. VL− vs. baseline an
conjunction analysis). The three-dimensional (3D) information was  collapsed into two-d
rojections viewed from the right, back, and top of the brain). The height threshold was s
he  whole brain.
inued ).

significantly faster for VL+ than VL− at the first (p < .05) complexity
level, it was significantly slower for VL+ than VL− at the fourth and
the fifth complexity levels (p < .01) (Fig. 2G). Response time to the
third position was also significantly slower for VL+ than VL− at the
third complexity level (p < .05) (Fig. 2I).

Error rate was less than 11% in all conditions (i.e., above 89%
performance accuracy). The same two-way ANOVA on error rate
yielded neither significant main effect nor interaction (p values
>.06) (Fig. 2M).

3.2. fMRI data analysis

3.2.1. Brain regions activated by imitation of hand movements
relative to baseline

Fig. 3 shows the brain regions that were activated by observing
and reproducing hand movements with and without verbal labels
(VL− vs. baseline and VL+ vs. baseline). Whether VL was used
or not, we found significant activation in bilateral brain regions
encompassing the parietal (MNI coordinates: x = −48, y = −38,
z = 54, T(1,84) = 9.70 from VL− vs. baseline and T(1,84) = 13.30 from
VL+ vs. baseline), temporal (MNI coordinates: x = 54, y = −50,
z = 4, T(1,84) = 5.64 from VL− vs. baseline; T(1,84) = 5.63 for VL+ vs.
baseline), and occipital cortices (MNI coordinates: x = −10, y = −94,

z = 10, T(1,84) = 5.27 from VL− vs. baseline; T(1,84) = 5.31 from VL+ vs.
baseline), as well as subcortical structures such as the cerebellum
(MNI coordinates: x = 24, y = −52, z = −22, T(1,84) = 6.62 from VL−
vs. baseline; T(1,84) = 10.05 from VL+ vs. baseline). Conjunction

d VL+ vs. baseline shows the brain regions activated, regardless of verbal strategy
imensional (2D) sagittal, coronal, and transverse images (i.e., maximum-intensity

et at T1,84 > 4.80, equivalent to p < .05 FWE  corrected for multiple comparisons over
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Table 4
Brain regions activated by hand imitation without the use of the VL strategy compared to with its use (VL− vs. VL+).

Cluster size (mm3) MNI  coordinate Hem T value Anatomical region

x y z

VL− vs. VL+
184 −60 10 12 L 4.60 Inferior frontal gyrus/precentral gyrus (BA44 50%, BA45 10%)
656 −36  8 52 L 4.92 Middle frontal gyrus
960 38 6 34 R 4.85 Middle frontal gyrus (BA44 20%)

24 42  42 20 R 4.30 Middle frontal gyrus
328 −40 0 34 L 4.57 Precentral gyrus

8  −34 −10 62 L 4.07 Precentral gyrus (BA6 60%)
232  56 −44 14 R 4.50 Angular gyrus

24 40 40 22 R 4.02 Middle frontal gyrus

VL+ vs. VL−
n.s.

Note. The height threshold was  set at T = 4.00 (equivalent to p < 0.05 FWE  corrected for multiple comparisons over the brain regions activated by VL− vs. baseline). Hem:
hemisphere; R: right; L: left; BA: Brodmann area based on the cytoarchitectonic brain atlas developed by Zilles and colleagues (Amunts et al., 1999); n.s.: no significantly
activated region was  observed.

Fig. 4. Brain regions activated by hand imitation without verbal strategy as compared to hand imitation with verbal strategy (VL− vs. VL+). The activation patterns depicted
b I  of a s
e me (i
o
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y
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t
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y  VL− vs. VL+ are shown on the surface-rendered T1-weighted high-resolution MR
quivalent to p < .05 FWE  corrected for multiple comparisons over the search volu
bserved in the opposite contrast (VL+ vs. VL−).

nalysis with the null hypothesis that one or more of the effects
s null (Friston et al., 2005) confirmed significant activation in
he middle temporal gyrus (MNI coordinates: x = 54, y = −50, z = 4,
(1,84) = 5.63), inferior parietal lobule (MNI coordinates: x = −48,

 = −38, z = 54, T(1,84) = 9.70), and IFG in the bilateral hemispheres.
robabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of Brodmann area (BA) 44 and
A45 (Amunts et al., 1999) revealed that a peak coordinate in the

eft IFG (MNI coordinates: x = −56, y = 10, z = 6, T(1,84) = 6.41) might
e located within BA44 (with 40% probability) or BA45 (with 10%
robability), whereas the peak coordinate in the right IFG (x = 58,

 = 14, z = 28, T(1,84) = 5.98) might be located within BA44 (with 70%
robability). This result confirmed that the OHMT activated the
ilateral IFG adjacent to BA44 and BA45, whether VL was used or
ot.

.2.2. Brain activation produced by different VL strategies
Table 4 and Fig. 4 show brain regions that produced significantly

reater activation when VL was not used (VL− condition) compared
o when it was used (VL+ condition). We  performed this analysis,
sing an inclusive masking procedure in which the statistical maps
or (VL− vs. VL+) condition were inclusively masked by those for the

VL− vs. baseline) condition. Thus analyzed contrast of VL− vs. VL+
evealed regions of significant activation in the left IFG, bilateral
iddle frontal gyrus (MFG), left precentral gyrus (PCG), and right

ngular gyrus (AG). A peak coordinate in the left IFG might have
ingle participant unrelated to this study. The height threshold was set at T1,84 > 4.00,
.e., the brain regions activated by VL− vs. baseline). No significant activation was

been located in BA44 (with 50% probability) (Amunts et al., 1999),
and a peak coordinate in the left PCG might have been located in
BA6 (with 60% probability) (Geyer, 2003). Conversely, we observed
no significant activation when the VL+ condition was  compared
with the VL− condition.

4. Discussion

This study identified the neural substrates involved in the effect
of using VL on sequential working memory for hand movements.
We  hypothesized that VL would lower neuronal activity in the
imitation network for the working memory. The behavioral data
provided partial evidence for an effect of VL on reaction and
response times. The fMRI data supported the hypothesis on acti-
vation in the left IFG as well as other imitation-related areas, i.e.,
the bilateral middle frontal gyri, the left precentral gyrus, and the
right angular gyrus.

Alongside a function in motor speech, previous studies have
revealed involvement of the IFG in decoding, understanding, and
associating gestures with verbal language (Ackermann et al., 2004;
Nishitani et al., 2005; Fadiga and Craighero, 2006; Willems et al.,

2006), in covert articulation (Paulesu et al., 1993) and in sequence
processing (Schubotz and Fiebach, 2006; Bahlmann et al., 2009).
Our present results suggest that visual processing of hand move-
ments in the IFG is more costly than processing the same gesture
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equences using verbal labels. The extra cost of the brain activation
ay  reflect the price that verbal label non-users have to pay for the

bsence of perceived self efficacy, as well as for the taxing memory
rocess. Whatever the components of the extra cost may  be, any
eural activity cost in the IFG associated with using the VL strategy

s smaller than the benefit gained by employing verbal labels (i.e.,
he saving compared with the cost that would have been incurred
ithout VL). This interpretation assumes that two  modalities of

equence observation and imitation share a network centered in
he IFG.

In addition to the left IFG, the second-level fMRI analyses com-
only identified activation in the middle frontal gyrus (MFG), the

eft precentral gyrus (PCG), and the right angular gyrus (AG) as
ontributing to the cost of not using verbal labels. Previous stud-
es showed that these regions were involved in the processing
f gesture recognition (Bavelier et al., 2008; Fadiga et al., 2006),
equence learning (Kawashima et al., 1995; Müller et al., 2002),
equence processing (Bahlmann et al., 2009), and visual working
emory (Gruber and Von Cramon, 2003; Ventre-Dominey et al.,

005; Moore et al., 2006). These are crucial functional components
f the immediate imitation task without VL. Consistent with our
ypothesis, greater activation was observed in this imitation net-
ork.

If verbal labels are not used, each element of the sequential hand
ovements must be visually encoded and retrieved, as is the case
hen a novice learns a new skill without automatizing the sequen-

ial procedure of its components. Previous research reported that
he right MFG  (Müller et al., 2002) and the right AG (Kawashima
t al., 1995) were activated only in the early stage of motor learn-
ng. The early stage of learning does not involve automatization,

hereas the late stage does; activation in these two  regions at the
arly stage of learning might therefore be related to the absence of
utomatization. As we argued in the introduction, VL can be con-
idered as partial automatization. The right MFG  and the right AG of
hose participants who did not use verbal labels or partial autom-
tization might have been continuously activated in a way similar
o a novice during the early stage of learning.

We analyzed fMRI data during task blocks in which observation
nd immediate imitation of sequential hand movements occurred.
n this method, it is unclear which phase of the memory process

 encoding, retention, or retrieval — carries the extra activation
ost when VL is not used because we analyzed the activation in
oth observation and imitation phases together. This may  be also
hy activity in the occipital and parietal cortices, which have been
eemed to be involved in visual imagery (Munzert et al., 2009) and
isuo-spatial processing (Kravitz et al., 2011), was not significant
hen the VL+ condition was compared with the VL− condition in

he second-level fMRI analyses, although the first-level fMRI anal-
sis identified activation in these areas. Perhaps, the observation of
and movements activated the same areas equally, and the activa-
ion of the areas during the imitation without VL might be negligible
ompared to the activity during the observation phase. To exam-
ne phase-specific activation in the IFG and other regions involved
n visual imagery, visual processing without VLs and covert artic-
lation, future research will need to employ a certain task design
hat separates the three phases of the memory process distinctively
uring delayed imitation tasks, and confirms the relative activation
equired for each strategy in different phases.

In the present study we determined the use of VL on the basis
f postdiction, or retrospective self-reporting, the validity of which
as confirmed by the consistent motor span (approximately

hree) of sequential hand movements whether the motor span

as inferred by articulatory suppression method (Frencham

t al., 2004) or the postdiction method (Miyahara, 2007), and
lso in part by our reaction time, response time, and fMRI data.
eaction time tended to be faster in the VL+ conditions than the
esearch 75 (2013) 228–238 237

VL−  conditions, presumably because verbal labeling allowed faster
retrieval of motor chunks compared with VL non-users who  must
recollect a visual memory of the same sequences, analogous to
re-playing a video clip. Response time, or the sum of reaction time
plus movement time, by contrast, was  often slower in the VL+
conditions than the VL− conditions with increasingly complex
sequences. A possible explanation for this could be that VL users
perceived themselves to be more efficacious, confident and relaxed
in reproducing the sequences than the VL non-users who would
feel pressured to finish off the sequences before they faded or were
lost from their visual working memory.

The possible reasons for the incomplete support for the effi-
ciency of VL from the reaction time and response time data include
the wide individual variation in the small number of participants,
our instruction which did not specifically ask the participants to
reproduce the hand movements as soon as possible, but immedi-
ately after the cue, and a possibility of switching back and forth
between the visual and VL strategies. Indeed, some participants
may  have employed strategies other than the visual or the ver-
bal strategy to perform the task. Such strategies, which might not
be specifically related to language processing, could have not been
captured in the forced-choice structure of the retrospective report.
This may  explain the lack of language-specific activation when the
VL+ condition was compared with the VL− condition.

Our study is also limited by the violation of the independence
assumption for the factorial design because of our priority for
spontaneous formation of verbal labels at the cost of losing exper-
imental control. Therefore, it may  be argued that VL dependent
deactivation in the IFG and other regions could in fact reflect com-
plexity. We  have counter arguments supported by some evidence.
Previous behavioral studies (Frencham et al., 2003; Miyahara,
2007) provided data that VL expanded the capacity of visuospatial
memory. Past fMRI studies indicated the involvement of Broca’s
area in processing syntactic sequences (Fiebach and Schubotz,
2006), and suggested that the IFG was more strongly activated
by processing complex sequences than simple ones (Fiebach et al.,
2005; Bahlmann et al., 2009). Another line of fMRI research demon-
strated that less brain activity was  used to perform sequential
movements in the late automatic stage of sequence learning than
in the initial stage (Sadato et al., 1996; Wu  et al., 2004). Although
our task is essentially one-trial learning, not a well learned task by
repetition (cf. Sadato et al., 1996; Wu  et al., 2004), verbal labeling of
hand movements still makes the transition process from one posi-
tion to another “automatic” by shortcutting the visual encoding and
retrieval of entire continuous hand movements. Taken together,
it is more likely that increased complexity should lead to greater
activation in the imitation-related regions, not deactivation.

Moreover, we  have supplementary data which evaluated brain
regions where increment of activity related to complexity levels
was greater for VL− condition than VL+ condition. In other words,
the slope of the VL− regression line is steeper than the slope of the
VL+ regression line (see Supplementary Data, Fig. S1). This analysis
is also vulnerable to the same criticism on the violation of indepen-
dence assumption, hence a factorial design analysis is not suitable.
Nevertheless, this analysis indicates that VL dependent activation
(VL+) in the IFG does not reflect complexity, whereas VL− does
(Table S1) — a possibility that VL may  make the activation in the
imitation-related regions remain constant regardless of movement
complexity.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.
2012.12.007.
In concert with foregoing studies, our results suggested that VL
of hand movements might suppress activation in the IFG and other
imitation network. VL seems to make an effect of increasing neu-
ral efficiency by expanding visuospatial memory capacity, while

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.2012.12.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.2012.12.007
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educing cortical activity. This preliminary finding needs to be ver-
fied by future research with stringent experiment control over VL.

e plan to perform a subsequent study by preventing participants
rom using verbal labels with the articulatory suppression method
Baddeley, 1986; Frencham et al., 2004).
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